Please expose us your vision of human space flight and related
exploration possibilities after ISS within one page.

“January 25th 2017, Barcelona, Spain, fifteen hundred
hours CET, entry 001. My name is Marc Rovira and I am writing
this 1 page essay to explain my vision of human Space flight
and related exploration possibilities after ISS. I honestly
feel like I am a lonely space traveler with my space vehicle
voyaging through Space, and I am speaking to the recording
machine, and that this recording will be listened to in
hundreds of years from now, and people will have a glimpse of
what life was like, and want dreams we had.
This is exactly where I think human Space flight is going
after the ISS. We are moving close together as a race, but
further from Earth. We have just seen a glimpse of space and
we are very excited to go there. And putting aside all the
technical problems and difficulties we as a race are going to
face, going to the moon was the spark, creating the ISS was
the first solid step and now we have to make the second one,
solid and forward.
I honestly believe that the next step is to use Space to
help Earth. She deserves it, we owe her and we must. Use
satellites, technology, discoveries, etc to aid this planet,
make it better and improve the lives of all the inhabitants.
It is our duty.
Then, after this step is done, or once this step is
consolidated, we can start thinking (and we should start
thinking) about using Space flight to expand, explore and
learn. Creating an ISS 2.0 in a different location, further
away, Mars maybe, is a very plausible next step, were we can
push the boundaries of our knowledge, generate more questions
and become wiser and more humble.
The future and my vision of human Space flight and
related exploration activities lies not outside Earth in
Space, but within us. We must start ambitious and with
grandiose goals. We have achieve so much with so little, that
I am truly hopeful of what we can achieve together and in
unison.
Entry diary 001. Marc Rovira.
Out....”

